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Abstract— Improvement of boresight radiation Bandwidth in leakywave antenna is a primary
concern.The novelty of our proposed method is based on using substrate integrated metamaterial
The proposed leaky-wave antenna based on a composite right/left-handed substrate integrated
waveguide consists of two leaky-wave radiator elements which are with different unit cells. The
dual-element antenna prototype featuresboresight gain of 12.0 dBi with variation of 1.0 dB over
the frequency range of 8.775-9.15 GHz or 4.2%. In addition, the antenna is able to offer a beam
scanning from -60o to 66o with frequency from 8.25 GHz to 13.0 GHz.
Keywords—Beam scanning, leaky-wave antenna, metamaterial, substrate integrated waveguide,
wideband boresight radiation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) have been
received much attention in recent years for
applications in the microwave and
millimeter-wave systems. Planar LWAs [1]
have beenused in many applications because
of the attractive properties such as low
profile, beam scanning, and easy integration
with other planar components. An LWA is
able to achievebackward and boresight
radiations using metamaterials such as the
composite
right/left-handed
(CRLH)
structures [2]. The CRLH transmission-line
based LWAs can improve boresight gain
over a narrow frequency band when a
balanced condition (when series resonance
equal to shunt resonance) is satisfied.If a
CRLH structure is unbalanced, a stop-band
gap region is generated between the lefthanded region and the right-handed region.
The stop-band gap region is undesirable for
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theantenna applications because it prevents
the boresight radiation and thus degrades the
boresight gain at the transition frequency.A
number of metamaterial-based LWAs have
been reported in the literature for achieving
continuous radiation from the backward to
forward
direction.
However,
the
boresightradiation of these antennas suffers
very narrow bandwidth, when compared
with the radiation in the left-handed and
righthanded regions [2-7]. An antenna with
25 unit cells was positioned on a concave
surface to get uniform radiation beamis
reported in Refs. [8] and [9]. An LWA
comprising two CRLH transmission-line
structures was presented to steer its main
beam around 10.0 GHz using the port
excitations
(fourports)
[10].
The
conventional CRLH based LWAs discussed
above are with the narrow bandwidth for
boresight radiation.The LWAs for the
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boresight radiation have also been proposed
based on different aperture-shaped structures
[11-21]. Recently, a surface wave
holographic antenna excited by a traveling
wave patch array was proposed [11] to
improve the bandwidth of boresight
radiation. An analysis of the radiation
characteristics of the CRLH LWAs around
boresight was discussed in Ref. [12]. The
boresight gain can be significantly improved
by periodically perturbing the spacing of the
hole lattice based LWA [13]. In [20], a
radial LWAs array wasreported to achieve
boresight radiation, where the eight SIW
LWAs array was fed at the centre by a
vertically polarized point source.In this
paper, a substrate integrated CRLH-based
LWA is proposed for wideband boresight
radiation. The proposed LWA consists of
two slotted elements that are composed with
15 slot/patch cells, respectively. The size of
the cells is optimized to achieve the
wideband boresight radiation. The design
procedures are also provided. The antenna
was fabricated and measured. The
simulations are carried out byCST
Microwave Studio [22].
II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION AND
DESIGN
The structure of the proposed LWA is
shown in Fig. 1. The input and output of the
slanted- and vertical-slotted LWA elements
are connected to the power dividers at the
both ends of the structure. The dual-element
configuration is proposed to improve the
boresight radiation of the antenna. Each
CRLH based element is designed using a
multilayered substrate integrated waveguide
(SIW) structure consisting of an embedded
Vol 06 Issue 07 Aug 2017

patch array and a slot array. The dielectric
substrate
Is RT/Duroid 5880 with

Fig. 2(a) shows the cross-sectional view and
the unit cell of the proposed CRLH LWA.
The unit cell of the dual-element LWA is
shown in Fig. 2(b). It consists of dual
embedded patches with dual slots cut onto
the upper layer. Note that theembedded
patches are right underneath the slots. The
slots with the embedded patches are used to
generate the series capacitance, while the
shunt inductance can be generated by vias
walls for the left-handed metamaterials [4].
One slot isslanted at 45o to widen the
bandwidth of boresight radiation.The slotted
upper ground plane and the lower ground
plane are connected through metallic via
walls. The vertical-slottedand slanted-slotted
SIW leaky-wave radiator elements are
combined using a common via wall
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Fig. 2. The proposed dual elements based
LWA: (a) cross-sectional view and (b) unit
cell.
The design procedures of the antenna are
summarized as below;
Vol 06 Issue 07 Aug 2017

a) Design the dual CRLH based unit cells
(one with vertical rectangular slot and the
other with slanted rectangular slot) with a
balanced condition of β = 0 at the center
operating frequency (The boresight radiation
occurs at the frequency when balanced
condition occurs). The balanced condition is
dependent on the size of embedded patch
and slot.
b) Choose the number of the dual unit cells
based on the gain requirements. Generally,
the LWA with more unit cells features
higher gain. However, there is a limitation
for the gain enhancement with the increasing
of the unit cells [23].
c) If desired gain at the boresight is not
achieved, increasing the number of the slot
element or modifying slightly the embedded
patch size and slanted slot length is
suggested.
As an example, the unit cell of the proposed
LWA is designed with transition frequency
or balanced condition at around 9.0 GHz.
The details of the unit cell of the structure
areshown in Fig. 2(b). The optimized
dimensions for the balanced condition at
around 9.0 GHz are: p = 10.2 mm, groundplane layer width, g = 40 mm, metallic via
diameter, 2r = 0.76 mm,spacing from via
center to via center, s = 1.52 mm, embedded
patch area, l × w = 4.9 mm × 3.925 mm,
Weff = 11.8 mm, upper-layer slot width, Sw
= 1.0 mm, slanted-slot length, Sl =
9.45 mm, and vertical-slot length, Sl = 9.35
mm. The dual embedded patches are
positioned at the
substrate height of h1 = 0.66 mm. The
overall height is h1 + h2= 0.914 mm.
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The dispersion diagram (phase constant with
frequency) of the unit cell is studied using
the commercial CST software, Eigen mode
solver [22] and plotted in Fig. 3. In
parameter sweep, the phase was varied from
0 to 180 degrees. The mesh type was
selected tetrahedral mesh and modes of 2.
The balanced condition of β = 0 is achieved
around
9.0
GHz.
The
air-line
crosses
the
righthanded upper frequency around 13.25 GHz
and left-handed lower frequency around
8.25 GHz. The left-handed region ranges
from 8.25 to
9.0 GHz and the right-handed region from
9.0 to 13.25 GHz. The gain with respect to
the number of the proposed dual-unit cell is
shown in Fig. 4.

comparison. The simulated realized gains at
the boresight of the antennas are compared.
All three antennaswere designed with 15
unit cells and optimized for the bore sight
radiation (along z-axis).Fig. 5 exhibits the
realized gain of the antennas at the
boresight. The proposed LWA shows the
wider boresight 1-dB gain bandwidth of 375
MHz over the 175 MHz of the single
vertical- or slanted-slotted LWA. The
vertical- and slantedslotted LWAs are with
almost same 1-dB gain bandwidth at the
boresight. The enhancement of the boresight
gain bandwidth is attributed to the
combination of the radiationfrom the
slanted-slotted and the vertical-slotted
elements. The cross-polarization of the
proposed antenna is also exhibited in the
Fig. 5, which is around 10 dB. The realized
gain at boresight and cross-polarization with
combination of verticalslot (0o) and angle
variation of slanted slot (45o) are compared
in Fig. 6. A combination of 0o and 45o slots
shows the wider 1- dB gain bandwidth at the
boresight.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The LWAs with single vertical- or slantedslot radiator were also designed for
Vol 06 Issue 07 Aug 2017
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of the simulated and measured |S11| and
|S21| of the antenna prototype. The transition
point(balanced condition point) of the lefthanded and the righthand regions occurs at
around 9.0 GHz. The frequency range of the
left-handed region is from 8.25 to 9.0 GHz
and the right-handed region from 9.0 to
13.25 GHz. The left-handedregion is
narrower than the right-handed region. The
ripples on the |S21| curve come from the
coupling between the vertical-slotted and the
slanted-slotted elements. Note that the
slanted-slotted element has strong coupling
with the vertical slotted element, there is no
any ripples on the |S21| when both elements
are with vertical-slotted. The simulated
results follow the measured results for Sparameters.

.

The maximum realized gains of the antennas
are shown in Fig. 7. The proposed dualelement LWA shows a higher gain over the
frequency band with antenna efficiency
more than75%. The single slanted- and
vertical-slotted LWAs show almost same
gain up to 12 GHz.The proposed antenna
was fabricated and measured. Fig. 8
illustrates the photo of the antenna prototype
as well as the dimensions (in mm) of feeding
network. The overall size ofthe antenna is
200 mm x 40 mm x 0.914 mm. The antenna
is excited at the left end and 50-Ω loaded at
the right end for radiation parameters
measurement. Fig. 9 shows the comparison
Vol 06 Issue 07 Aug 2017

The measured and simulated gain of the
antenna prototype at the boresight is
compared in Fig. 10. The measured 1-dB
gain bandwidth is around 375 MHz (8.7759.15 GHz). Themeasured maximum
boresight gain is 13.1 dBi at 9.0 GHz.
Agood agreement is achieved between the
simulated and themeasured gain at the
boresight.
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The simulated and measured maximum
gains are exhibited in Fig. 11, wherein a
good agreement is achieved as well. At the
transition point, the gain is slightly lower.
The maximum measured gain is around 14.8
dBi at 9.5 GHz. A small gain dip is at 9.0
GHz in the transition region. The beam
scanning angle and 3-dB beamwidth are
measured and compared with simulations in
Fig. 12, where good agreement is observed.
The measured beam scanning angle is from 60o to 66o over the frequency range from
8.25 to 13.25 GHz. At around 9.0 GHz, the
wideband boresight radiation is achieved.
The measured 3-dB beamwidth (around 10
degrees) is consistent over the frequency
band
of
8.513.0GHz.
Vol 06 Issue 07 Aug 2017

The measured radiation patterns around the
transition point of 8.8, 8.9, 9.0, 9.05, and 9.1
GHz are plotted in Fig. 13(a). At all these
frequencies, the main beam is directed to the
boresight and the 3-dB beamwidth is also
consistent (around 10 degrees). The
radiation patterns at the frequencies
arealmost the same. The front to back ratio
is better than 25 dBFor the left-handed (8.0,
8.25, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7 GHz) andright-handed
(9.5, 10.0, 10.5, 11.5, and 12.5 GHz)
regions, the measured radiation patterns are
plotted in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c),
respectively.
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Figs. 14(a)-(c) compares the measured and
simulated radiation patterns at 8.25, 9.0, and
10.5 GHz, which correspond to the radiation
from the left-handed, transition, and righthanded regions, respectively. At 8.25 GHz,
the beam is backward directed, while the
beam is along the forward direction at 10.5
GHz. The measured and simulated radiation
patterns are in good agreement in all three
regions. The 3-dB beamwidth (22 degrees)
at 8.25 GHz is larger compared to those (10
degrees) at 9.0 GHz and 10.5 GHz. The
side-lobes are less than -10 dB for all
Vol 06 Issue 07 Aug 2017
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frequency points within the band of 8.2513.0 GHz. The measured cross-polarization
patterns at 8.25, 9.0, and 10.5 GHz are also
demonstrated, the cross polarization level is
lower than 12 dB in all regions.
IV. CONCLUSION
A substrate integrated leaky-wave antenna
has been proposed to double the bandwidth
of the boresight radiation based on a dualelement structure. The proposed LWA has
achieved a wideband consistent boresight
radiation and acontinuous scanning radiation
with an angle of ±60o. Some design
guidelines have been also described for
antenna designers. The proposed structure is
useful for wideband boresight radiation of
the LWA with high gain.
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